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	Textfeld 5: Breaking the Tie and Moving Forward: New Approaches for the Analysis of Variation Based on Their Distributional Properties
	Textfeld 6: Recent international (OECD) and German National initiatives („Healthcare Fact-Check“) have been successful in raising or re-awakeing awareness of the largely unresolved issue of variation. Political uptake, however, has been hesitant, if not downright actively avoiding the issue altogether in the authors perception based on involvement in the initatives mentioned, at least in Germany. Political inertia and avoidance is unlikely to be the sole reason, it might also be the case that the current analysis results do rarely suggest avenues of policy action apart from general calls to “high quality care for all” or the like, for which variation results are but one starting point among many others. Stakeholder uncertainty (in particular regarding those Stakeholders less open to change) may often amounts to the perception that variation is “always and everywhere” – without clear guidance on policy action. 
	Textfeld 7: A particular approach for the analysis of the distribution of frequencies of interventions is suggested, where evidence based determination of adequate practice are currently unavailable or unenforceable. It looks to economic and health inequality measures, and aims at going beyond conventional variation measures. The expected advantange lies with the different approach to heterogenity in those: The income distribution in particular is nowhere near equal and not expected to be. Analytical approaches accordingly are very well suited to a more meaningful analysis of practice variation distributions. The rationale for using such ap-proaches lies with the observation, that many practice variation distributions are skewed to-ward a limited number of regions with particular high frequencies. Whether this is the case regarding a broad range of interventions (avoiding a too narrow focus on topics that have frequently be subjected to variation studies) will be analysed as a first step. The broader aim is to contribute to the development of possible new metrics of variation, that might in itself be beter aligned with policy options.
	Textfeld 8: Variations of age-standardized frequencies between (about 400) German counties for a comprehensive set of interventions in most major medical fields (excluding e. g. childbirth and psychiatric treatment) provided by German hospitals are analysed. The analysis groups therapeutic and diagnostic interventions in 16 major categories (e. g. circulatory-, muscosceletal- and nervous system) and 139 subcategories. Data are based on official hospital statis-tics included in the German “Krankenhausversorgungssimulator” (hospital care simulator), recently developed by our institution. It will be tested if skewness, to what extend and in what direction is present in variation results. Conventional measures of variation (in particular CV) are compared to a newly developed measure of the skewness of the distribution. The latter is computed as the difference between the mean of the distribution and it’s median, divided (for standardization purposes) by the mean. This, simple, measure was chosen for ease of inter-pretation and the potential future use of measures of inequality and concentration.
	Textfeld 9: Within the 16 broad medical intervention groups  the distribution shows a left skewness in 15 cases. In these, the mean of the distribution is between 0.5% (diseases of the digestive system) to 13.5% (mouth, mandible and face) higher then its median [(mean-median)/mean)]. In the remaining case the value of -0.1% (treatment and diagnosis of skin disease) is slightly negative (median is higher then mean). If intervention groups are subdivided into 139 more specific categories, still only 2 show slight right skew (at about -0.2%) while the remaining 137 show that the mean is between 0.6% and 56% higher then the median, confirming findings at the broader level. Very large differences are often associated with low volume interventions, in particular regarding diagnostic procedures. High volume intervention fields show a consistent difference, however, mostly below 10% in the mean-median-based measure. Differences between median and mean/mean are generally highly correlated to CV. Differences observed at a broader level (16) are unreliable in predicting those of the more detailed level (139) of groups of interventions.
	Textfeld 10: The intial hypothesis that variation of intervention frequencies in hospital are generally skewed in a way so that regions with particular high volumes are driving the extend of variation is confirmed. Results suggest two roads for further activities. Firstly results underline an approach to look at variation in hospital care foremost in terms of possible overprovision, driven by a comparativly small group of regions. The seeming near-ubiquity of this phenomenon seems more impressive than it’s quite moderate extent in many cases. Therefore, secondly, even if the extent of inequality between regions is likely to be smaller then e. g. in commonly found income distributions, the further development of potential variation measures bases on metrics and methods for inequality (e. g. Theill-Index, with the additional advantage of apportioning heterogeneity to different regional levels) seems clearly justified. If, however unrealistic, all interventions were to be redistributed between regions to an even level defined by the median, the measure used here would refer to the share of interventions no longer neccessary.
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